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CANADA'S INTERESTS FIRST,

Valuable Information Respecting Govern
mental Life Insurance.

Ibis no exaggeration to state that HUNDREDS OF MIL-

LIONS OF DOLLARS are at stake in the life insurance bu in

of our Dominion, and, from Government Reports, it is evident that

nearly twomillion dollars are being carried away from us annually

by foreign companies, which, if not checked, will amount to over

Two Hundred Million Dollars in a single lifetime, and making us

so much the poorer. This can all be reversed by the Dominion

Government undertaking the business itself, and so secure to

ourselves confidence that the Widows and Orphans for all time

to come will receive the full benefit of every policy issued, with-

out discount or fraud.

The revelations made through the press induced me to

examine closely these operations which, at first sight, rather

startled me, and in order to make sure of all the facts that I had

then collected, I obtained from Albany the official Government
Reports, and, in July, LS7S, considered the exposures of sufficient

importance to merit publication, and propose a similar remedy

to that which I had worked out in 3875 for Canada, and at that

time placed in the hands of our then Minister of Finance. The

same arguments used in the pamphlet published in New York

being applicable to our own case, but in a much greater degree

—

for, if the American companies can dare to make such havoc

among their own people, what may we not expect them to do

here— I, therefore, append the whole pamphlet, and make it do

the needful work for ourselves.

I was told that certain life insurance agents were traducing

me and my work. I at once issued a public challenge through

the press, requiring my traduccrs and others to point out a single



mis-statement or error in any way made by me. It is now over

two months since- that was done, and so far not ore of the parties

interested have dared to answer me, probably knowing that to

do so would only make their case worse, seeing the authority 1

used for my statements.

My arduous labours of the past four years have been

devoted to the interests of our own country as a whole, and I

am pleased to find that every person approves of the scheme,

except only the insurance interests. From our Government

Reports I make the following summary of business done in

Canada from 1869 to 1875 :

SURPLUS RECEIPIS OVER ALL DISBURSEMENTS.

Canadian Companies $2,427,323

British Companies 2,576,150

American Companies 0,807,756

OUTSTANDING POLICIES IN 1875.

Canadian Companies $21 ,957,296

British Companies 19,455,607

American Companies 43,596,361

Let our own interests be the first in our heart and mind,

and save us from feeding foreign companies to such an enormous

extent.

THOMAS R. JOHNSON.

Montreal, February, 1879.



Life Insurance robbery;

AN EXPOSURE
SHOWING THAT

HAVE DISAPPEARED,

AND

HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF FAMILIES

HAVE BEEN RUINED.

AN EFFECTUAL EEMEDY PROPOSED

BY

THOMAS RICHARD JOHNSON,

And Auditor of an Insurance Company for 15 years.

Read Carefully and hand to your Neighbour.

NEW YORK, July, 1878.
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PREFACE.

The magnitude of a work does not always consist in the

number of its words or pages, but in the manner of putting

the facts together and in supporting the illustrations with

unequivocal evidence. Comprehensiveness on such a sub-

ject as is here treated is presumed to be more desirable than an

inexhaustive essay ; and even at the risk of omissions, I have

endeavoured to make this little work " Multum in Parvo."

Confidence is unquestionably the main spring of swelling

the area of enterprise, in the same manner as integrity and

economy are absolute essentials to success. When these

three are combined, failure is almost an impossibility ; but, on

the other hand, when they are lacking, just so sure will

trouble, disaster, and even bankruptcy follow; thus we see

the sad results of inconsiderate recklessness on the part of

those Life Insurance Companies which have estranged them-

selves from these elements of power.

With the most profound desire to*guard and guide the

innocent in making provision for their nearest and dearest on

earth, yea, their own flesh and blood, I have laboured not

only to expose the dangers and frauds of the present illusory

system of Life Insurance, but here propose a plan that will

embrace all the ingredients essential to success ; in fact, one

that should call forth all the energy of the whole country (if

that vjere necessary) in impressing on their Representatives at

Washington to pass such a law next session as will place

within the reach of the masses the means referred to. And
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for the reasons herein given, it is most conclusively evident

the interest of all to agitate and spread the work as quickly

and fervently as possible. Should I receive the sympathy

and co-operation of the public, and it becomes necessary to

do so, I may be induced to add another, but a more extended

edition on this important matter as proposed, which is the

very acme of happiness and prosperity to the whole Republic.

I need scarcely add that the tables appended merit care_

ful study on the part of the reader, as they have all been

studiously prepared from the Government Reports now in

my possession ; to which is added table G, illustrative of the

working of the Government plan, which I have the honour

to propose.

THOMAS R. JOHNSON.

New Xork, July, 1878.



ife Insurance Hobbery^

The above title is precisely the same as that which headed

an editorial I saw some time ago in a newspaper published in

this State, which at the time attracted my attention as worthy

of the most careful consideration, and consequently will be

here reproduced in part.

Having been refused the use of the columns of the press

to ventilate so important a matter, I am constrained to use

this method of laying bare the astounding developments that

have come to light through an arduous study of the whole

subject, undertaken in the interest of the entire population

;

taking as data for what I now produce, the Government official

reports and a few extracts culled from the press.

At the outset, I wish to state that my object is not to

shake the confidence of the public in those Companies that are

worthy of credence, nor to make any personal charge against

innocent and highly honourable people, who may be unwit-

tingly associated with most plausible but unscrupulous spec-

ulators ; at the same time, the sequence will show that my
labours are directed against the whole illusory system of Life

Insurance now in vogue, and to propose an effectual remedy,

which only requires to be reasonably considered to be highly

appreciated. The reader will also observe that my efforts are

largely directed in the general public interest, regardless of

any class or combination of monopolists.

I will here give a few extracts from the press, leading off

with excerpts from the editorial alreadv referred to ; and will



add, at the end of this pamphlet, several tables to illustrate

the correctness of my deductions.

"Life Insurance Robbery.

" The most gigantic system of robbery in our time is

" Life Insurance. The system of Life Insurance robbery in

" this State has reached such dimensions that the public

" patience is exhausted. There are to-day, in this whole

" country, in our opinion, not many above a score of solvent,

" reliant, honest Life Insurance Companies. Scores of the

" Companies were conceived in fraud and born in iniquity

—

" mere contrivances to make fat salaries for certain drones

" and incompetents, and enrich a few directors. Many of

" these Companies are confessedly bankrupt— many are

" trembling on the verge of insolvency. Indeed it has be-

" come quite a thriving business to organize Companies on
" purpose to fail. Such a Company gets all the risks it can—
" contests all its losses— and suddenly discovering that it

" can't pay, offers to re-insure in some other " shyster " Com-
" pany. Some of its policy-holders surrender their policies

" for a trifling amount of cash— never by any possibility

" half the amount of premiums paid ; others let their policies

" lapse, and the result is that somebody makes a handsome
" profit by the operation. The public is rapidly losing confi-

" dence in them, and we foresee that unless these things are

" corrected, the whole system, in less than twenty years, will

" fall with a crash that will involve thousands of helpless

" and innocent people, and possibly result in riot and blood-

" shed."

The Insurance Commissioner of Massachusetts, in his

report to the Legislature, in 1873, made the following

remarks :
—

" Some of the Companies were the offspring of mere
" greedy speculation, suddenly conceived and unwisely under-

" taken. Recalling only three years in the last half of the

" decade, it will be seen that twenty-one Life Assurance

" Companies, transacting business in this State, have, within



" that time, disappeared from the field—one struggled through

" seven years ; two, six ; two, five ; six, four ; seven, three

;

" two, two years ; and one, only six months."

The Chicago Herald of September, 1876, published a

list of eighteen Companies that had absorbed seventy-five

others, these Companies alone aggregated 413,986 policies,

covering risks amounting to $1,001,436,008, and a reserve

of $198,300,880.

In January, 1877, thera was published as a fact, that

indictments for perjury were obtained against the President,

Secretary, and Actuary of the Security Life Insurance Com-
pany, and for embezzlement against its Vice-President.

" Albany, April, 1877. Superintendent Smith's report

" on the American Popular Life Insurance Company, charges

" that the assets sworn to, December 31st last, were $588,000,

" while the actual assets are $285,000 ; the sworn liabilities

" were $344,000, and the actual, $544,000. It is reported that

" the officers of the Company will be criminally prosecuted."

" The Superintendent of Insurance announces, that

" having caused an examination of the Atlantic Mutual Life

"Insurance Company, of Albany, N. Y., the examination

" shows : Liabilities, $1,153,853 ; Assets, 1,043,467, showing a

" deficiency, as regards policy-holders, amounting to $110,385.

" The Superintendent will apply to the Attorney General to

" close up the affairs of the Company."
" Assets, $1,385,733 ; liabilities, $4,863,586, such is the

" receiver's report concerning the Eepublic Life Insurance

" Company of Chicago." (July, 1877.)

(See Table of Companies that have ceased to do business,

at end of this pamphlet.)

Did space allow me, I could give innumerable extracts

from the reports of the Government Life Insurance Superin-

tendent, that I have just read, which fully corroborates all

the alarming features of this pamphlet ; by carefully studying

the reports in question, both at the commencement and end

(the latter bearing on investigations of Companies in difficulty)

the reader will readily endorse these remarks.
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Taking up the Government Reports, and by simply

aggregating the work done by all the Companies named in

said reports for the the years 1872, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 1877, (on a

natural progressive system,) I find the result to be as follows :

Say, outstanding on the 1st January, 1878, 633,096 policies,

while there should be 832,904 policies, making 199,808 short.

At risk, January, 1878, $1,556,105,323, while there should be

$2,041,395,157, making $485,289,834 short. The total

receipts for the same six years were, $642,601,053, and dis-

bursements of every kind were $474,879,004, showing a

surplus of receipts of $167,722,049, while, at the same time,

the gross assets were only increased by $93,862,391, making

an apparent deficit of $73,859,658. (See Table B, for policies

lapsed, &c.)

The oldest Company on the list was incorporated A.D.

1835, and consequently is forty-three years old. Now, as the

foregoing statements are undoubtedly of a most serious nature,

(probably affecting the interests of not less than three hundred

thousand families, as noted in Table B.) they may well cause

the reader considerable amazement, showing such a large

apparent deficit in six years. One will naturally contemplate

what would be the result if the whole business done from the

commencement of operations (or say for the forty-three years)

were to be tabulated together in like manner. This way of

putting the matter, I believe, has not hitherto been attempted
>

and we may take it for granted, therefore, that people generally

are content with seeing the statements published, showing that

a large business had been done, and large profits made, never

caring to look farther into the matter, or trying to ascertain

what became of the surplus each year.

The bringing together in this manner of so many start-

ling facts, (and the reader may possibly be able to couple

them with many others that have undoubtedly escaped my
notice,) there appears to me to be good grounds for desiring a

thorough change for the better, and for reasons herein set forth

;

the time seems most propitious to seriously consider the

subject in all its bearings, and to look into what is here pro-



posed as the only reliable remedy possible, one, in fact, that will

work out an everlasting benefit for the whole country, and

worthy of implicit confidence.

It is true, I have been told, that the Companies which

have failed, or are being wound up, or dropped from the list,

may account for the great discrepancies or shorts noticed.

My answer has been and still is, let all consider the general

effect of failures and the like, and as rational beings, (probably

with some little experience also) they can hardly deny that

such excuses are frivolous, because the fact still remains that

under all such circumstances, the insured (say, numbering

several hundred thousand families) have either actually lost

their claims, or they are absolutely in great danger of doing

so, as it is an admitted fact that Life Insurance Companies

which have come to grief have not, so far, when liquidated,

given much, if any, satisfaction to those interested.

It has almost become a by-word that Life Insurance

Agents, Managers, and other Officers, commonly make them-

selves immensely rich in a very short time, which is the result

of their predetermination to make that their chief object,

regardless of every other interest that may interfere therewith.

As in the past, human nature has not been proof against a

stretch of conscience, when surrounded by monetary tempta-

tions ; so in the present, we find that some of the high in office

are exposed to the public gaze as guilty of larceny, fraud, and

even perjury ; and consequently we can hardly expect any

perfect or clear record in the future under the present system.

The failure of so many Companies in the past, and the disas-

trous exhibits made upon the investigations had, are certainly

not very encouraging as to what may yet take place, nor can

anyone conjecture which Company will be the next to make

shipwreck— seeing that there is precedent to doubt the accu-

racy of the very statements sent to the Government under

oath. However, if the principles that first called Life Insur-

ance into existence were now sacredly observed, there would

be no such thing as failure among the Companies ; but it is

quite apparent that by far the greater number have been
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organized as mere objects of speculation, and as a consequence

have been worked most recklessly, (as explained in the edito-

rial referred to, and by the Insurance Commissioner of Massa-

chusetts,) resulting in disaster, and shaken the confidence

of the entire public in this business as now carried on. It is

commonly said that " history repeats itself," and believing in

that assertion, we see an absolute necessity of at once adopting

the remedy herein proposed.

It is hardly necessary to expatiate on all the weak and

illusory points of Incorporated Companies, as at present estab-

lished— such as their subscribed capital and the small per-

centage paid thereon— the' notes given to represent the so-

called paid-up capital— the manner of investing the surplus

earnings in stocks, bonds, mortgages and the like— many of

which are transferable and payable to bearer, besides being

liable to very heavy shrinkage in various ways— the sur-

rounding temptations of having such large sums of money
constantly coming in, and of assisting one another therewith

;

the almost utter impossibility of verifying the complex pub-

lished statements, which embrace as many peculiarities as

there are Companies— each Company professing to offer

something of peculiar advantage and differing from all others,

and for the Companies themselves to realize the fact that this

money belongs to the insured and not to those who handle it,

(as has been held by the Supreme Court of Massachusetts,

reported in the Boston Transcript, November 13th, 1876.)

All these facts, when maturely considered, give sufficient rea-

son for pronouncing a verdict in favour of some scheme that

will give universal confidence for all time to come. This

desideratum can only be attained by the Federal Government

assuming the business of insuring the lives of its own people,

(which is my scheme) as herein proposed.

Patriotism and philanthropy should induce legislators

to take up this subject with all their might and main, in the

interest of the whole country ; and in view of the magnitude

of so grand a subject as that of legislating for the benefit of

the widows arid orphans throughout the whole Kepublic for
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all time, one and all should rise far above party politics and

personal interests on such an occasion. The Federal Govern-

ment is undoubtedly, under all the circumstances related, the

proper authority and custodian of such large interests of its

own people, as the latter have greater confidence in its sta-

bility and integrity to deal with such a sacred trust of honour

than in any or all other institutions put together, because

their interests, being already very large, are continually in-

creasing, by its taking the business of Life Insurance under

its own management, a very great saving can be effected in

tho large dividends no longer required for so many Managers,

Directors and Stockholders. When thoroughly established,

there might still be farther economy effected by operating

through the agency of Post-Masters who are now under its

control. This saving, together with the surplus income, will

be sufficient to wipe out the entire National debt without any

exterior aid whatever, and as a consequence will materially

reduce the burthens of the entire community. (My calcula-

tions and tables are all most carefully made to prove these

assertions when necessary.)

Such advantages cannot fail to favourably impress the

public at once, and will probably infuse such confidence in

this new scheme as will induce millions of people who now
stand aloof to avail themselves of such undoubted security,

and make an immediate sacred provision for their families

against want whenever they may be removed from them by

death, knowing that such an investment with the Federal

Government is beyond cavil, and even preferable to those of

banks. The adoption of this plan would also in effect cement

the attachment between the' Government and the people

stronger than ever, their mutual interests thus becoming

pecuniarily identical.

This business is peculiarly different from all others,

because from its very nature it assumes the character of per-

petuity, continually offering the means of making provision

for the support of the widows and orphans for all generations

(present and future) throughout the whole country, and as
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the people are continually changing from State to State, it

becomes both evident, desirable and proper, that the proposed

plan should be adopted or assumed by the Federal Govern-

ment, as its operating it would be most acceptable to all con-

cerned. Because of its universal sway, it would establish

but one general system, thus reaching all on precisely the

same terms ; this, probably, would not be the case if each

separate State were to try the work in their own peculiar way.

As it is proposed that the surplus income and savings

will be used only to pay off the National Debt, the fund can

only be treated as Internal Revenue ; and as this debt is due,

not by any particular State or Territory, but by the whole

country, there can be no doubt as to the equity of taking up

the work in the manner stated, and applying the fund as

above. In this way, all the difficulties will be removed that

would otherwise be cropping up, were each State to attempt

the work ; because in the latter case there might be as much
rivalry as there is at present between the various Companies,

also a want of uniformity would most likely arise. And again,

the necessity for each State to have, in addition to their Head
Office Staff, Officers in every other State, would so unneces-

sarily increase the expenses as to cause {with their other

troubles) such embarrassment as would possibly lead to repu-

diation, in the same manner as some States have hitherto done

in regard to liabilities of a different nature. While, on the

other hand, the General Government has not, so far, been,

and I trust never will be, reduced to such a condition ; and,

besides all this, the Federal Government, being composed of

^Representatives from every State in the Union, all will be

equitably represented there in the passing of such a law.

If the business is assumed by the Government, it can

give to the insured many advantages that existing Companies

cannot, from the fact that its operations would extend over

the whole country, having but one general Head Office and

but one organization. Expensive competition would be prac-

tically annihilated— a simple, universal and comprehensive

system adopted— (the illusory and perplexing schemes of the
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present organizations eliminated) — and a non-forfeitable

policy given on a new basis (which I am prepared to propose)

on the broadest principles of equity. With all these advan-

tages, I am convinced that the law can be so carefully and

perfectly framed as to be as lasting as the Constitution itself.

There is no reason why existing Companies should not

be allowed to continue to do business as best they can, pro-

vided always that they are compelled to secure the insured

in an unmistakable manner, and, whenever policy-holders

demand it, let the Companies be required to re-insure in the

Government offices. This cannot surely be considered a

hardship, as nearly all of them boast of having a large surplus

over the required sum for that purpose. Again, let the

Federal Government at once place within the reach* of every

individual such facilities and inducements as will lead all to

make provision for their present and prospective offspring.

Even should the two systems continue, the people would

thus have a free choice as to where they would place their in-

vestment and their confidence, which, with other manifest ad-

vantages, would cause the nation to rise as one man and bless

these legislators for granting them so great a boon.

My memory has just been refreshed on a most important

point of rascality. (I am sorry to be obliged to use the word,

but the transactions justify me in doing so) which has been

practiced on the helpless widows and orphans by unscrupulous

agents, which I trust has been done without the knowledge or

sanction of the Head Office. The facts are these :—A writer

sent to a local paper a communication whiah was published,

containing the names of parties who had been victimized and

told that their policies were valueless because of mis-state-

ments in the application, yet, as the Company sympathised

with the widow under her sad bereavement, it would give her

ja certain small sum for a discharge of the policy, otherwise

the Company would contest the claim. (A law suit, under

the circumstances, a widow is hardly prepared for, being

without the necessary funds and possibly without intelligent

advice, and considers the small pittance offered better than
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the interminable vexations, uncertainties and costs she may
be put to.) She accepts the conditions, in order to get a few

dollars that may at the time enable her to pay off money
borrowed for the burial of her late husband, or the doctor's

bill, or even some other of the innumerable debts incurred

during sickness, and being without any direct prospect of

being able to liquidate such liabilities in any other way. I

am told that this practice is of frequent occurrence, otherwise

I would have hardly mentioned it here. Under the proposed

change, such practices cannot take place under any circum-

stance.

Closing Observations.

A few points may here be briefly stated, in order to be

remembered, which are of great importance.

Confidence has undoubtedly been considerably shaken

in the present system, by reason of the serious exposures

already made as to mismanagement, shrinkage of assets in

various ways, and the uncertainties of the future failures.

Doubts exist ' as to the continuance in office of trust-

worthy and honourable Directors and Managers, because all

are subject to the caprice of interested combinations, aiming

to promote their own interests at all hazards.

Working of Companies, as matter of speculation, is

unsatisfactory ; their pecuniary interests are shown by evad-

ing, in every conceivable manner, the payments due to the

widows and orphans when they are practically helpless. The

earnings of Companies are looked upon by them as their own
nominally— holding a reserve from which to pay claims,

when they are forced to do so — dividing and appropriating

all else as they please.

Funds, under the present system, are held either by

Trustees or Board of Directors (also continually subject to

change, as already explained.) They nominally hold by far

too much of the people's money— and this, very frequently,

in a most precarious manner ; at any rate, it is so viewed by

the insured, who have to depend entirely on the conduct of
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those officers— the latter being irresponsible to them — for

the investments that are considered by policy-holders as their

chief security, and over which and whom they have no voice

whatever.

Advantages Proposed and secured by the Government

Plan, are implicit confidence in the integrity and ability of

the Federal Government to discharge its every obligation. An
universal and unalterable law and system, placing the facili-

ties and advantages on an equitable basis, within the reach of

the poor as well as the middle and upper classes of the entire

nation— the positive security offered that every policy

shall BE paid ITS FULL value— and the application of the

surplus earnings and savings, not in dividends to numerous

stockholders, directors, and the like, but for the good of the

whole country, in wiping out the debt of the nation, which is

constructively equal to reducing the individual liabilities and

burdens of every person. It will also relieve the mind of

those most interested from endless anxieties as to the, actual

money that will be handed over to the widows and orphans

of the insured. In such case, there will be no need of being

troubled as to the integrity of this or that person, or the value

of this or that investment, or the truthfulness of this or that

report, statement, or scheme, as all will be most efficiently

managed and secured by the Great Government of the nation.

So that all may rest in peace and happiness— and many a

poor and otherwise doubting heart, on a bed of sickness,

rejoice in the assurance that the timely provision made will

be sacredly carried out to the letter.

Finally, let the reader not lose »sight of the fact that all

profits are applied by the new plan in the interest of all,

instead of in the interests of interested individuals, as at

present, and giving a/ree choice to all where to insure.
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A
Condensed Statement of transactions of aggregated Life Insurance

Companies of this State, and of other States transacting business in

this State, compiled from New York State Government Reports.

N.B.—This does not include any of the Companies of other States that do

no business in this State.

ASSETS.—Total on 31st December, 1871 $302,558,199

Do. do. do. 1877 396,420,590

Increase in 6 years ,,.., $93,862,391

INCOME for 6 years, to 31st December, 1877 $642,601,053

DISBURSEMENTS do. do. *474,879,004

Surplus Income $1 67,722,049

From this, deduct increased Assets. . 93,862,391

Short accounted for ' $73,859,658

OUTSTANDING on 31st December, 1871, to which is

added business of 1872, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 1877. Say
totals.

Policies. At Risk.

1,644,599 $4,119,029,805

Less terminated.... f8U,695 f 2,077,634,648

Balance should be.. 832,904 2,041,395,157

Report only shows.. 633,096 1,556,105,323

Short accounted for . . 199,808 $485,289,834

• Disbursements made up as follows :
—

To Policy-holders, in Cash and ]

" Officers, Agents, and other cl

t Included in these items rre the following :—

To Policy-holders, in Cash and Notes $380,633,631
" Officers, Agents, and other charges 94,245,373

Policies. At Risk.

Terminated by Death and Maturity 52,233 $144,555,<«0

Do. b/Lapae 385,381 921,378,820

Do. bySurrender 183,795 508,757.536

The Government doing the same work for 6 approximate years on the

proposed plan, would compare thus :

—

Companies. Government.

Income, 6 years $642,601,053 $671,697,732

Paytolnsured $330,633,631 338,180,000

Agents and Expenses 94,245,373 33,719,493

Net surplus income $107,722,049 $299,798,239

Item, Agents' Expenses favours new plan by 60,525,800

t In this sum is included what the Companies paid for repurchase, lapsed, and
surrendered Policies, while in the case of the Government, the whole amount is paid
to the Insured without discount.
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Life Insurance Companies which have -ceased dfting business, from

1859 to 1st April, 1878.

Name of Company. Cause in Brief,

1. ATnerican Tontine *L. & Sv. I. Co. \

R<
[£J

EmPire Mutual (No« WJ N* Jar™'
2. Amicable Mutual L. I. Co Reins. Guardian Mutual (No. 23 )

3. Ashbury L. I. Co Closed suit Atty.-Gen. A. V. Stout, Reo.
4. American Popular L. I. Co Notified discontinue. E. Z. Lawrence, Rec
5. Atlantic Mutual L. I. Co* Notified discontinue. Ed. Newcomb, Reo.
6. American Mutual L. I. Co Certificate of authority revoked.
7. Anchor L. I. Co do- do. do.
8. American National L. & Trust I. Co. do. do. do.
9. Alliance Mutual L. A. S. of the U. S, do. do. not renewed.

10. Ben. Franklin L. I Co Reins, in United States L. I. Co-
]|. Craftsmen's L. A. Co Reins. Hope Mut'l(N.o. 26.) F.W.Worth, Reo.
12. Commonwealth L. I. Co Reins, in N. J Mutl (No. 3%) *". S. Moore,Rec
13. Continental L. I Co Closed by suit. John P. O'Neill, Rec.
14. Charter Oak L. I. Co Certificate or authority revoked.
15. Continental L. I. Co Withdrew from State.
16. Empire Mutual L. I. Co Reins. Continental (No. 13) L. I. Co.
17- Empire State L. I. Co do. L. A. of America (No. 30.)

18. Excelsior L. I. Co do. National L. I. Co. of U. S.
19. Eclectic L. I. Co Closed suit Stockholders. P. T. Ruggles, Rec.

20. Economical Mutual L. I. Co
J ^oTclfcIgo"^'

R* [n*' Kepublio L
'
L

21. Farmers' & Mechanics' L. I. Co..—Closed suit Atty.-Gen. J. H. Coleman. Rec.

22. Great We.tero Mutual L. I. Co....J
CK "^XS^J^ F

'
M

'
BiXby'

23. Guardian Mutual L. I. Co j
Closed suit Atty.-Gen. Hon. H. R. IMerson,

24. Government Security L. I. Co Reins. North America L. I. Co. (No. 36.

)

25. Howard L. I. Co Reins. U.S. L.I.Co. Surrendered '61.

26. Hope Mutual L. I. Co Reins. New Jersey Mutual L.I. Co- (No. 39.)
27. Hercules Mutual L. A. S. of U. S Closed by Atty.-Gen. J. H. Kitchen, Ree.

28. Hahnemann L. I. Co. (of Cleveland)
\

W$£^ 0^0^11^™' Rei>UbUC^
29. International L. I. & Trust Co

j ^^cl ofN.^
6

*
Rein8 ' United StateS

30- L. A. of America (St. Louis) Certificate revoked.

oi tit.,+„o1 »«.».«*:,». t a G^frrc ( Changed name. Reins, in Guardian Mutual.
31. Mutual Protection L. A. S. of U.S., closed Atty..Gen . (No. 23 ) Hon. H. R.

or Reserve Mutual L I. Co
{ Piersoo, Re*.

32. Merchants' L, I Co Reins, by E. L. Alexander as Rec.
83. Missouri VaKey L. I. Co Certificate not renewed for 1877.

34. New York State L. I. Co Closed suit Atty.-Gen. H. R. Pierson, Rec.
or AT .. . r T n f V v /Closed suit Stockholders. Eli B»aard, Rec.
35. National L. I. Co. of N. Y

{ ^nee d jcharged-
36. North America L. I. Co Closed suit Atty.-Gen. H. R. Pierson, Rec-
57. National L. I. Co. (of Chicago) Certifi«ate revoked.

38. National Capital L. I. Co. (Chicago)
} ^ZTufe^^' Reiniuril« Penn-

39. New Jersey Mutual L. I. Co Ceu^jcaie revoked.

40. Provident Fund 41. 1. Co
\ ^Timf7 ** no bu9ineM

- ^ee Rep0rt

41. Piedmont & Arlington L. I. C. (Rd.) . . Withdrew and certificate revoked.
42. Republic L I. Co. (of Chicago) Withdraw and eerHficate not renewed for 1&T5.

43. Standard L- 1. Co - Reins. Gov. Security 1*. I. Co. (No. M.)

44. Security L. I. <fe Annuky Co Closed suit Atcy.-Gen. W. H.Wi8kham,Rec.
45. Safely Deposit L. I. Co. (Chicago). .- .Withdrew from State

46. St. Louis Mutual L. I Co. (St. L's)
j

C
f^£ c

e™ked
'
ReiM

-
Mo,md 6lty

'
*0W

47. Teutonia L. I. Co. (Chicago) Withdrew and certificate revoked.
48. Tkjledo Mutual L. 1. Co. (Toledo) . . .Certificafe revoked.^

( Reins. Mutual Protection L. A. S. of V. S.

49. Widow*' & Orphans' Benefit LI. Co < (No. M) Closed Atty.-Gen. H. R. Pie*-
( son, Rec.

50. World Mutual L. I. Co ..Closed suit Atty.-Gen S. W. Rosenda-Ie, Rec.

ei xt • i t t n~ ( Pond-tig decision of Court about Rec s-ineo
51. Universal L. I. Co

| Aug>> 1877# No new business done.

Abbevia.tions.-L., Life. Rec, Receiver- S.. Socielf. Sv., Savings.
I., Insurance. Co., Company. QA., Association.










